# Exchange Student Fact Sheet 2018/19

| Address                          | Université de Namur  
|                                 | Rue de Bruxelles 61  
|                                 | B-5000 Namur  
| Erasmus code,  
| EUC reference number,  
| Code PIC                        | B NAMUR01,  
|                                 | 28006-IC-1-2007-1-BE-ERASMUS-EUCX-1,  
|                                 | 999891521  
| Institutional Erasmus Coordinator, initial contact for incoming students | Henrich Brunke, ser-mobilite@unamur.be  
|                                 | +(32) 81 72 40 08  
| Faculty coordinators             | - Arts: laurence.mettewie@unamur.be  
|                                 | - Computer sciences: catherine.bernard@unamur.be  
|                                 | - Economics and business administration: mobilite.eco@unamur.be  
|                                 | - Medicine: jean-pierre.gillet@unamur.be  
|                                 | - Law: robert.queck@unamur.be  
|                                 | - Sciences: suzanne.loret@unamur.be  
| Deadlines                        | Fall semester: Nomination: Apr 30  
|                                 | Application May 15  
|                                 | Spring semester: Nomination Oct 15  
|                                 | Application Nov 15  
| Language requirements:          | None for English, French B1 if learning agreements contains classes taught in French  
| Course catalogue                | [https://directory.unamur.be/teaching/programmes](https://directory.unamur.be/teaching/programmes)  
|                                 | (click on faculty>cycle>programme>courses)  
|                                 | (click on links for course descriptions)  

### Accommodation on campus

The student rooms are normally located in a "kot-à-projet (KAP)". A KAP is a shared living arrangement in a house, hallway or floor composed of 6-12 students who, while living together with shared bathrooms and kitchens, but individual rooms, are carrying out a project under a certain theme. Such a project may involve organizing activities for other students as well as nearby residents and their children. Each KAP specializes in a specific field, for example relating to culture, humanitarian or social assistance, sports, or the protection of the environment.

### Academic calendar (approximate dates for a typical year)

- **Fall Semester**: Sep 15-Jan 26 (classes until Dec 23, followed by exams from Jan 2-26)
- **Spring Semester**: Feb 1-June 30 (classes until May 30, followed by exams in June)

### Visa

Contact Henrich Brunke, [ser-mobilite@unamur.be](mailto:ser-mobilite@unamur.be)

### Health insurance

Students from the EU: European Health Insurance Card
Otherwise: legally required health insurance (comprehensive health insurance for students can be bought through UNamur at about € 40,00 per month)

### Fall semester orientation weeks

Organized every year prior to the fall semester (first two weeks of September. Consists of French or English as a second language courses (worth 3 ECTS credits) and cultural, touristic and culinary activities to facilitate integration. A similar event is organized during three days in early February but not language classes will be offered at that time.

### French as a second language course

Beginner, intermediate of advanced: worth 3 ECTS credits. Placement test at the beginning of the each semester

### Cost of living

Housing: 250-300 Euros per month; living expenses: 200-300 Euros per month